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Micromcchanical moclcling of the composite mechanical properties of optical
fibers was conducted]. Good a~reemcnt was obtained between the valL]cs of Young’s
modulus obtained by micromcchanics modeling and those determined experimentally for
a single mode optical fiber where the wave .guiclc ancl the jacket are physically coupled.
‘l’he modeling was also attempted on a polarization-maintaining optical fiber (PANI)A)
where the wave guide and the jacket arc physically decoupled, and found not to .4 L
applicable since the modeling required perfect bonding at the interface. “l’he modelin~
utili7,cd constituent physical properties such as the YoLIng’s moclulus, Poisson’s ratio, and
shear modulus to establish bounds on the macroscopic behavior of the fiber.
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IN’I’ROIIUCTION
Polarization-maintaining (PM) optical fibers arc increasingly being considered for
new applications in, for cxamp]c, aclvanccd space craft inertial reference units as
fiberoptic rotation sensors. Applications where volume is a consideration have usui PM
fibers wound onto slmall spools’. l’hcsc ncw I’M fibers, often referred to as PANDA
fibers, are significantly different from commercial optical fibers in two major ways.
First, commercial optical fibers generally consist of a wave guide surrounded by an
acrylic jacket. In the PANDA fiber, there exists a silicone layer between the wave guide,
and the jacket. Secondly, the PANI>A fiber contains two bcry]lium oxide stress rods
around the wave guide core that produces a stressed wave guide core specific for
polarized light.
3’ethnical literature exists on the physical and mechanical properties of
- commercial optical fibers which can be used for engineering design. lkvelopment of
theories to predict fiber lifetime for commcr’cial optical fibers using fibm” parameters
have been established

.

1.itcrature reports on the tcn~per~~tllrc.-c lcI>c1~(lcrlt behavior of

highly bircfringent optical fibers arc available’”’.

I;or the case of PANI IA fibers the

te.mpcraturc dependence of fibers wound onto different clian]ctcr cy]indcrs has been
mcasurccl’. l’hc modeling and prediction of mechanical propcrlics of optical fibers based
on material properties is not available in the open litera[urc.

‘J’he ability to prcclict

rncchanical properties of optical fibers for clc.sign applications whcm tcstin:, may not be
practical would bc of great use.

AI’1’ROACH
In this paper, the modeling of the rncchanical propmlics of optical fibers base.cl on
micromcchrrnics is prescntccl.

l’hc properties prcclictml by r~lictor~lecl]anical modeling

arc compared to experimental values dctmmined carlicrs.
Micromechanical modeling is often used to quantit:itivcly characterize the effects
of constituent properties on the macroscopic behavior of composite materials.

The

efl’ccts of the arrangement of the constituents, as well as the distribution of stresses and
deformations among the constituents, can bc stuclied using microtilcchanical modeling’.
In the micromechanical self-consistent field methods,

approximations of phase

geometries are made and a simple representation of the response field is obtained. The
phase geometry is represented by one single fiber embedded in a matrix cylinder. This
outer cylinder is embedded in an unbounded hotnogcneous material whose properties arc
tsken to bc equivalent to those of the avcrag,e composite properties. The matrix under a
uniform load at infinity introduces a uniform strain fic.ld in the fiber. IOastic constants
are obtained from this strain field.

“l’he results obtained arc independent of fiber

arrangements in the matrix and are reliable at low fiber volume fractions V,, reasonable
at intermediate V,, and unreliable at high V, ‘O.
RltSIJ1.’l’S ANI) I) ISCUSS1ON
In this research, micromcchanical analyses was used to cstimntc the. composite
properties of a single mode optical fiber. As in the context of continuum mechanics, it is
assumed that the interface bc’twccn the glass fiber (wave guide) and the polymeric matrix
(jacket) is perfect. ‘1’hcrcfor’c throughout the entire loading application, the interface is a
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mathematical surface across which material properties change discontinuously, while t}]e
intcrfacial traction and clisplaccmcmts are continuous across the interface. When perfect
bonding is assumed, the macromcchanical properties and strength of the composite (wave
guide plus jacket) are dctcrmincd solely by the propcrlics of the constituent matcxials.
For the control fiber as described earlier, the intcrP~cc bctwccn the wave guide and the
jacket can bc regarded as being perfect, i.e., physically coupled. in the case of tbc
PAN1lA fiber, the wave guide and the jacket arc physically dccoup]ed.
l’hc n~icromechanicaI method USCCI here focuses on the upper ancl lower bounds
on the elastic constants. This method does not predict the proper[ics directly, however, if
the upper and lower bounds coincide, then the property is determined exactly.
};rcqucntly, the upper and lower bounds arc well separated. When these bounds are close
cnou~h they can be used as indicators of the material bchoviol”. ‘l’his is the case for the
longitudinal properties of a unidirectional system as considered here. hill” derived
“ tt.mns of the hulk modulus
rigorous bounds on the longituc~ina] Young’s modulus, IIE, In

()

in plane strain kP , Poisson’s ratio

( V ), ancl

the shear modulus (G) of the two phases.

lor the glass wave guide of the optical fiber system, II;f, G, and v ~ were 1.04 x 107
l’si, 6.07 x 106, and 0.16, respectively which arc known published values for glass. ‘J’hc
polylncx-jacket used on the sin~,le mode o]]tical fiber is an acrylic polylncr, believed to be
similar to polymethyl methacrylatc (I’MMA). ‘1’hc published value for the. moclu]us 1;,,, of
0
5
1’MMA is given as 4.79 x 10 Psi, which was USCC1 for micmncchanical moclc]ing. 1 ‘hc
f
compressibility of PMMA, &., = 0.0355 })si, was usecl tc) ckxive the shear nlodLIlus for the
jacket, C;m , as
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G,. =

3(1-2vm)
_——
%.l+d”

“

(1)

‘l”he volume fractions for the wave guide. and the jacket, V, and Vnt, were 0.25 and 0.75,
respectively.

Calculations to determine Z+;l ~ of the optical libcr systcm were made by

varying the Poisson’s ratio (v ,,, )and Young’s modulus (Iimt ) of the jacket, separately.
No restrictions were made on the core form or packing gconletly. ‘1’hc tam kP is the
modulus for lateral dilatation with zero longitudinal strain and is given by
I(P =

E
2(1-2V)(1+V)”

(2)
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l’he bounds on the longitudinal modulus, El, , arc
4vf v“, (v , - v ~, )’
Efv, - En, vn, <--- - ------------- . . . _ (q)

4vfvm, (vJ -v.)’
(vf/kw)+-(v~/kpf)+

(w%)-’ (VA)+ y~,

‘/Gh <’11-

I;igure 1 shows the bounds for the longitudinal modulus of the composite. optical
fiber, 1+ ~, for a Young’s modulus (Eot )of lhc jaclwt equal to 4.79 x 105 Psi, and a range
of values of the Poisson’s ratio (V ~, ) of the jacket. A composite modulus, F;j,, in the
order of 2.96 x 106 l’si is e.stimatecl from I;isure. 1, for the single mode optical fiber used
in this sludy. In I;igure 2, the houncls for 1,’11 is ~ivcli for Poisson’s ratio V., = 0.37 and a
rarlge of values for li; ~,. ‘1’hcsc results show good agrmmcnt with the measured values.
in l;igurc 3, the modulus of the optical fiber dctcrmincd from static loa(ling

is

shown. A value c)f 2.87 x 106 l’si for the modulus was obtained which is consistent with
the value predicted fro]m nliclot~~ccl~at~ic:il modeling (2.96 x 10b l’si). Clood agtwnent is
observed in the values of modulus from r~~icrc)nlcchi~nicz~l modeling and static loading,
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for the single mode optical fiber where the glass wave guiclc and the polymeric jacket arc
physically coupled. For the case of the PANI)A fiber where the glass wave guide and
the polymeric jacket are decoupled, the micromcchanical modeling was not applicable.
It should Ix noted that this type of micromcchanical analysis is limited by the
assumption of a perfect interface between the wave guide and the jacket. Ilowevcr, the
assumption of perfect boncling is sometimes inadequate, as in the case of the l) AN1)A
fiber where the wave guiclc and the jacket arc physically clecouplcd thus providing a
distinct interracial zone (intcq)hase) bctwccm the core and the jacket.

‘l’his weak,

compliant interphase has lower strength ancl stiffness than those of the wave guide and
the jacket.

Recently, Veazie and Qu’ obtained micromcchanical solutions for the

nonlinear inelastic behavior of composites with weak, compliant interphases using the
Mori-Tanaka method as a building block. New micromechanical analyses such as these
may fine] utility in predicting the rnacromcchanica

proper-tics of advanced optical fiber

systems such as PANIIA fibers.
CONCI,USIONS
Micrornechanical modeling was used to preclict the composite modulus of a single
mode optical fiber. The micromcchanical analysis was lirnitcd tc) the case of a perfect
intc.rface bctwccn the glass wave g,uidc and the polymeric jacket of the optical fibers.
“1’hc moclc.ling workc+ WCII in the case of the sing]c rnodc optical fiber
wave gui(ie and the polymeric jacket arc physically coupled.

W]lCI’C

the glass

l’hc Inicromccharlica]

modeling did not work for the pola[iz:~tion-n] ai]]taitlirl~ PANIIA fiber where the glass
wave guide and the polymeric jacket arc physically decoupled.

~JOd

agreement for the

single moclc optical fiber was obtained for the mc)dulus prcdictcd by micromcchanical
rnodcling and values measured experimentally.
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l’igure l. Bounds forthelongitudinal n~odulus, ~11, for a Young’s modulus (Em) of the jacket equal to
4.79 x 10’ psi, and a range of values of the Poisson’s ratio (V., ) of the jacket.
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I’igure 2. Hounds for the longitudinal modulus, }; II , for a Poisson’s ratio of Lf)e jack[, V ~, = ~.~7 , a~]d
a range of values for the Young’s modulus of the jacket (~<;n[ )
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